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Explains how to use the exercises to manipulate the flow of chi, or internal energies, to increase
energy, release tension, relieve headaches, and improve posture

"Tai chi helps reduce stress and anxiety. And it also helps increase flexibility and balance. If you
are looking for a way to reduce stress, consider tai chi. Originally developed for self-defense, tai
chi has evolved into a graceful form of exercise that's now used for stress reduction and a variety
of other health conditions. Often described as meditation in motion, tai chi promotes serenity
through gentle, flowing movements." --Mayo ClinicFrom the Back CoverAbout the AuthorThe
late Cheng Man-ch'ing was an international authority on T'ai Chi and wrote two earlier books on
the topic.Robert W. Smith is also the author of The Secrets of Shaolin Temple Boxing and A
Complete Guide to Judo. He lives in Hendersonville, North Carolina.Read more
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The Way of Energy: Mastering the Chinese Art of Internal Strength with Chi Kung Exercise (A
Gaia Original) The Qigong Workbook for Anxiety: Powerful Energy Practices to Rebalance Your
Nervous System and Free Yourself from Fear (New Harbinger Self-Help Workbook) The Way of
Tea: The Sublime Art of Oriental Tea Drinking Step-By-Step Tai Chi



Linda R. Reneau, “They are illustrated in such a way it is easy to do them without watching a
DVD. This was my first book on qi gong, or chi gung, which I ordered again because my first one
walked off, or maybe I loaned it out. The beauty of Lam Kam Chuen's books is that you can
actually learn the movements from the book. They are illustrated in such a way it is easy to do
them without watching a DVD. No other book that I have (and I have many) does this. Also, the
book itself is just beautiful; the photos. And he goes into detail about the healing methods using
the 5 elements.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The condition was superb. Fully satisfied with this purchase. Condition
was perfect even with highlighting which I found insightful.Use it daily for a practice and slowly
progressing through.”

Ford Person, “Works for Me.. Um, I'm not Buddhist or Taoist. Mostly pragmatist. I have
experimented with a few different internal and Tai Chi-type things, and Master Lam's system is
the only one that actually worked for me. No s--t. Been doing Zhan Zhuang for 5 years and I
don't plan to quit it ever.  You will not be disappointed.”

Mike, “I think way of energy is better.. Decent book. I think way of energy is better.”

AT, “Another great book from the same author. Another great book from the same author. One
can practice most of the exercises by merely looking at sketches. Very helpful for improving
health.”

Shooter16a2, “Five Stars. Interesting.”

Just a girl who loves a boy, “Simple guide on Chi Kung for health improvement. Very easy to
follow with lots of moves adjusted for when one is so poorly one is bedridden or unable to stand.”

Ladymuck, “A must have for beginners. I had already seen this book and decided I must have
my own. Very simple to follow and create your own routines. A great help.”

Daniel K., “Top!. Super Buch für den Einstieg in die absolut Grundlegende und dennoch sehr
wirkungsvolle Qi Gong Technik. Hat mir einen sehr viel tieferen Einblick in die Praxis verschafft.
Hilft auch komplexere Übungen besser zu verstehen. Das stille Stegen ist für mich absolut
unverzichtbar in jder QiGong Session dabei”

The book by Blythe Lucero has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 35 people have provided feedback.
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